Where are our Female Math Professors?

March 4 at 16:30 @TU Berlin, Villa BEL, room BEL 301

Welcome note by Prof. Christian Thomsen
President of TU Berlin

Where are our Female Math Professors?

With

Prof. Nalini Joshi
Vice-President of the International Mathematical Union

and

Prof. Günter M. Ziegler
President of Freie Universität Berlin

Moderation: Anna Maria Hartkopf, PhD student, SFB/TRR 109

Location: Villa BEL is located behind the Institute of Mathematics,
Strasse des 17. Juni 136, 10623 Berlin
TU Berlin campus map: https://www.tu-berlin.de/?3244

Contact: Dr. Ehls, Managing Director SFB/TRR 109, ehls@math.tu-berlin.de